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Project Goals: The long-term goal for this Project is to realize secure biodesign strategies
for microbial systems that operate in the dynamic abiotic and biotic conditions of natural
environments, thus enabling systems-level and rational biological design for field use.
There are several key challenges to incorporating safeguard systems at the design stage
including: (1) lack of knowledge for how well safeguards operate across the broad set of
environmental and physiological conditions that an organism experiences; (2) a need to
integrate the safeguard with other cellular components so that it can sense and recognize
specific signals from the intracellular or extracellular environment, and mediate a
response; and (3) a need for rapid and reliable methods to engineer and optimize the
biological components for safeguard construction and functional integration. To address
these challenges, we propose to utilize recent advances in the fields of synthetic biology,
artificial intelligence (AI), and automation, which are creating the conditions for a
paradigm shift in our understanding of the ways that cellular function can be designed at
the level of bacterial communities.
The design and application of successfully engineered biosystems requires an understanding
of how engineered microbes will interact with other organisms – either as one-on-one
competitors, for example, or in the context of microbial consortia. Engineering microorganisms
from first principles for non-laboratory, environmental applications is inherently challenging
because: (1) engineered systems tend to quickly revert back to their wild-type behaviors; and (2)
these systems typically pay a price in reduced fitness making them uncompetitive against
invasive contaminating species (i.e., metabolic burden). A key question is how do sensing,
signaling, and metabolism contribute to the stabilization and destabilization of these interactions?
Here, the organization, control, stabilization, and destabilization of natural and engineered
microbes will be investigated through a synthetic biology approach. The approach will enable
development of (1) single-strain systems capable of detecting and responding to target organisms
in the environment; (2) a pipeline for refining and engineering biological constructs in new nonmodel host organisms; and (3) improved systems for the rapid designing, engineering, and
assaying of new biological modules. This coupled approach to design and build safeguard
systems for intrinsic biocontainment that are predictable and portable across bacterial species,
would focus on microbes that are part of the beneficial plant microbiome. A long-term goal
beyond the proposed research is to enable the engineering of communities of microorganisms

based on first principles of biological design that mimic the smart performance of
microorganisms observed in natural systems. This will enable a new vision of biosecurity and
biocontainment that harnesses the underlying mechanisms of resource management occurring
within and between organisms.
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